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SYNAPSE
The SYNAPSE Cyber Intelligence Platform articulates
trends in open source, offensive operator tooling and
publicly available exploitation methods, likely to be
adopted by sophisticated adversaries. SYNAPSE is a
human-machine teamed solution that harnesses the
power of advanced automation to locate, assess,
classify and correlate offensive behaviors popular
within the cyber security community. Utilizing this
autonomy, human defenders can anticipate the attack
behaviors their organizations are likely to face from
state-sponsored actors and sophisticated criminal
syndicates. The outputs produced by SYNAPSE could
take a team of open source intelligence analysts (OSINT)
weeks to yield, provided there are even the necessary
in-house skills to do so. SYNAPSE reduces the demand
for these specialized skills by providing highly curated
OSINT signals, making predictive cyber intelligence
accessible to all organizations. Organizations with the
ability to anticipate adversary trajectories before they
become offensive campaigns, significantly reduce their
attack surface, as compared to more traditional reactive
measures.
SYNAPSE leverages unique datasets generated from its
purpose-built, cyber intelligence engine, owned
exclusively by Cyber Mongol Inc. (patent pending). No
other CTI provider will be able to deliver the same early
warning signals that SYNAPSE can visualize.

Advanced Indicators
SYNAPSE visualizes unique-to-industry
indicators and relationships that help
defenders anticipate emerging adversary
trajectories.

Profile: Iranian Advanced
Persistent Threat Groups

Utilizing indicators unique to SYNAPSE
such as the “Social Reach Indicator”, can
powerfully augment a defender’s ability
to anticipate attacks. The social reach
indicator articulates the impact an exploit
framework or publicly available exploit
has over the cyber security community
(inclusive of adversaries) as a whole. The
higher the indicator, the higher the social
reach of that particular exploit. If a new
exploit or exploit framework is directly
connected to an exploit or exploit
framework with significant social reach,
or generates significant social reach
itself, the chance of adversary adoption is
much greater.
It’s exclusive indicators like this that
make SYNAPSE unique and vital to any
proactive cyber security program.

Behavior Categorization

The SYNAPSE CTI Platform behavior categorizes
its signals allowing defenders to search for
specific behavior types and then see what latest
exploit activity contains those specific behaviors.
Moreover, when exploring exploit and exploit
framework relationships, defenders can access
the behaviors exhibited by any visualized signal
simply by hovering over the node being
investigated.
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